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Agenda 
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• Introduction 

• Business Continuity Management (BCM) principles

• Key elements of the BCM Lifecycle

• COVID-19 and its impact on business

• Initial learning points from the lockdown

• Protecting your business post-COVID

• Q & A
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Lockton – a global overview
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What is Business Continuity? 

“Business continuity is about having a plan to 
deal with difficult situations, so your 
organization can continue to function with as 

little disruption as possible.”
Source: Business Continuity Institute (BCI)
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Business Continuity Management
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What happens 
next?
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Time
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BCM Drivers
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• Corporate governance and 
business resilience

• Uncertainty following COVID-19

• Less certain supply chain 

• Hardening insurance market.  
Need to differentiate.

• Reassure stakeholders (e.g. 
customers, investors)

Extract from The Global Risks Report 2020 – World Economic Forum



Business Continuity Management Process

Analysis 

• Business Impact Analysis (BIA) to identify key assets and 
critical timescales, and potential Business Recovery Strategies

• Information gathering techniques include questionnaires, 
meetings and physical site inspection.

Design 

• Confirm Recovery strategies identified during BIA.

• Development of business continuity plans 

Implementation

• Roll out of BCP, training programmes, remedial actions etc.

Validation – Testing and exercising

• E.g. initial walkthrough of major incident scenario to raise 
awareness of plan and sense check content.

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjkx5Hqs_vSAhXD5xoKHWgoDjQQjRwIBw&url=https://www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/business/business-continuity-risk-and-resilience/business-continuity-management-lifecycle&psig=AFQjCNG-tG_PSxCULyj-Xcc8Iek-a_kJcw&ust=1490866271751548


Business Impact Analysis

1. Determines key products and services, plus critical 
assets/resources upon which these depend (PPITS)

2. Establishes the Maximum Acceptable Outage (MAO), 
and Recovery Time Objectives (RTO)

3. Assess the risks of critical assets being unavailable in 
terms of likelihood of occurrence, and impact on 
organisation

4. Identifies Business Recovery Strategies

• The BIA will also identify measures to:

• reduce likelihood of occurrence, 

• shorten period of interruption

• limit impact of any disruption 



Maximum Acceptable Outage (MAO)

“time it would take for adverse impacts, 
which might arise as a result of not providing 
a product/service or performing an activity, 
to become unacceptable” 

Recovery Time Objective (RTO)

“period of time following an incident 
within which a service, product or activity 
must be resumed”

Definitions 
(Source ISO 22301)



Business Continuity Plan Content
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Business Continuity Plan - Incident Response 

• Ensure appropriate steps taken to minimise harm

• Liaise with emergency services (e.g. hazardous materials, 
utility isolation)

• Account for personnel

• Notify the Crisis Management Team

• Assess the levels of physical damage

• Evaluate the potential for interruption to service 
provision, and whether critical activities are affected

• Obtain battle box

• Secure the site

• Direct media attention to the Crisis Management Team



• Establish cost code for incident and recovery

• Arrange Legal Privilege if applicable 

• Maintain log of events / decisions

• Establish and equip ‘Command Centre’

• Verify that Site Team are meeting key objectives

• Ensure staff welfare needs have been met 

• Agree communication strategy

• Communicate consistently with stakeholders 
(e.g. customers, investors, insurers, suppliers)

• Effectively manage the media

• Initiate business recovery strategies

Business Continuity Plan - Crisis Management



Business Recovery Strategies - examples

Utilise 
Stock
& WIP

On site recovery steps 
(e.g. trailorised units)

Transfer production to other 
approved Group & 3rd party locations

Establish temporary production facility with 
increased manual labour

Reinstate / replace / rebuild

EASIER TO IMPLEMENT  

Prioritise available resources to 
target key products and services, 
and protect customer relationship

MORE DIFFICULT TO IMPLEMENT  



Exercising and Testing Plans
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• Plan must be reviewed to ensure it remains valid

• Programme of regular Reviews and Audits established 

• Exercises undertaken regularly to prove it works!

• Exercises can range from Desktop Scenarios through to 
full relocation/involvement of emergency services



The COVID-19 Effect



Effect of  COVID-19 on businesses 
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• Certain businesses closed down by Government 

• Loss of staff and personnel

• Supply chain affected – shortage of goods, and logistics

• Travel restrictions 

• Home working 

• Increased demand on some organisations 



BCI’s Coronavirus Organizational Preparedness Reports
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• Six reports compiled by BCI  between March 2020 and May 2020

• Responses from 238 companies, across 44 countries, comprising 18 industries 

• Key collaborative aspects including HR, IT and Supply Chain 

• Sharing details about the real action initially taken by organisations



Lockton | Client Service Project 20
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Lockton | Client Service Project 22



BCM Considerations, post COVID-19 



General
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• Assess current and future customer base and demand

• Review any existing contracts, especially penalties or service delivery stipulations

• Review the existing Business Impact Analysis (BIA) 

• Based on the findings of the revised BIA, review and amend your Business Recovery Strategies 

• Consider running short Desktop Tests/Exercises 

• Communicate any alterations to relevant personnel and stakeholders 

• Make amendments to your existing Crisis Management Plans as appropriate



Human Resources
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• Identify staff critical to your key services 

• Consider how you would cope with a sudden loss of 10%, 25% or even up to 50% 
of current staffing levels. Bear in mind the loss of staff may be indirectly due to 
COVID-19 (e.g. staying at home to care for self-isolating family members, whole 
teams having to isolate if one tests positive). 

• Cross train other staff to “act-up” temporarily 

• Implement home working (and consider the ongoing effectiveness of this strategy 
medium to long term, as employees may have to fulfil support roles (i.e. child care) 

• Review existing Employee Communications systems - mass text, intranet, etc. 

• Encourage highest standards of hygiene and self-isolation in line with Government 
advices 



Operations
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• Review the business impact analysis and recovery strategies to account for reduced 
availability of:

• Workforce

• Raw materials 

• Customer demand

• Distribution networks

• Changes to recovery strategies may include reducing the range of products and services to 
prioritise ‘winning lines’, or prioritising certain customers and contracts.

• Consider your ability to provide products/services if a site was forced to shut down for 2 
weeks by a public health authority.  

• Ensure that adequate spares and maintenance agreements remain in place. Where these 
are no longer available, it may be necessary to adjust plant operating parameters to 
extend the lifespan of equipment.

• Review ability to withstand or react to the increasing threat of cyber attack.  How would 
the business function if systems were out for 2-weeks?



Finance 
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• Review requirements to ensure liquidity 

• Evaluate the impact of supply chain disruptions on margin, cash flow, loan 
repayments, etc. 

• Ensure resources are available to continue payments out (e.g. people to process 
payments, systems, and of course funds!) 

• Monitor suppliers financial viability

• Review Insurance covers:

• Changes to property (e.g. temporary structures, activities, hours of occupation, vacant buildings)

• Business interruption (general wordings in relation to disease but also supplier extensions, gross 
profit, increased cost of working and additional increased cost of working)

• Travel and key person covers

• Directors and officers liability



Supply Chain
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• Re-evaluate your suppliers business continuity strategies and timescales (e.g. 
if their site was forced to close for 2-weeks)

• Consider how any sole suppliers may be affected by the current situation 

• Consider how geographical locations may be affected by possible 
Government restrictions 

• Maintain communication with key suppliers and be prepared to adjust 
products and services if shortages are anticipated 

• Agree a minimum credible range with customers and suppliers

• Consider building stock as a contingency (risk based approach)



BCI Report – Coronavirus: A Pandemic response (May 2020)
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Responses from 787 companies, across 93 countries, comprising 19 industry sectors  

• Business Continuity teams were only typically engaged when the operational response was instigated

• Although 40% of organisations had a pandemic plan, it did not guarantee success in the response

• Those who had rehearsed plans found their response was more successful

• Less than a quarter of organisations plan to return to the “old normal”
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• This unusually high level of awareness will not last. 

• We have a short window of opportunity to 
reinforce BCM principles, and ensure appropriate 
strategies are in place 

• Some are predicting that COVID19 will not be fully 
eradicated and will instead become an endemic 
seasonal infection.

• Keep BCM high on your organisation’s agenda

• Horizon scanning

• Agility/scalable response

• Establishing and embedding culture  

Reflection



Any questions?
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Thank You 
for your time


